
Advanced Quantitative Methods
Homework 3: Causal inference & binomial regression

Johan A. Elkink
jos.elkink@ucd.ie

Due April 16, 2021, 5pm

Please submit by email in PDF format. Add R code in a separate .R file, or SPSS code in
a separate .sps file, or Stata code in a separate .do file, or the code for any other package
you use separately. Alternatively, you can integrate R code and responses in R Markdown and
submit both in PDF format (easiest is to use HTML format and then in the web browser save
as PDF).

Percentages with an asterisk indicate that positive rather than negative marking will be
applied.

Data

This homework is based on the replication data for Ross and Voeten (2016), which you can
access at their Harvard Dataverse record.1

The “explore” button might also be very helpful to get a feel for the data. It is of course
advisable to have a quick glance at their paper as well.

We add one additional variable using the following code:

1https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/BON24T
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library(rio)

ross <- import("ReplicationdataRossVoeten.dta")

icc <- import("http://www.joselkink.net/files/data/icc.dta")

ross$iccSigned <- 0

ross$iccRatified <- 0

for (i in 1:dim(icc)[1]) {

ross$iccSigned[ross$ccode == icc$ccode[i] & ross$Year >= icc$signed[i]] <- 1

ross$iccRatified[ross$ccode == icc$ccode[i] & ross$Year >= icc$ratified[i]] <- 1

}

ross$iccStatus <- ross$iccSigned

ross$iccStatus[ross$iccRatified == 1] <- 2

ross2001 <- subset(ross, Year == 2001)

Questions

1. Based on Ross and Voeten (2016), we will be investigating the relationship between
democracy and membership of “structured” international organisations using the fol-
lowing model:

strucinti = β1 + β2democracyi + β3oilexpi + β4lngdpi + β5lnpopi + εi,

where our key independent variable, the treatment, is democracy.

(a) Select only cases for the year 2001.

(b) Perform the above regression.

(c) Repeat, adding lntradegdp—the log of trade over GDP—as an additional control
variable.

(d) (15%) Provide a motivation (approximately 200 words) why this (lntradegdp) is
a suitable control variable.

(e) Instead of adding the control variables to the regression, we can also use a matching
algorithm. Note that we use the model.frame() function to handle missing
data. The MatchIt library in R provides a function for propensity score matching.
Execute the following code:

library(MatchIt)

f <- strucint ~ democracy + oilexp + lngdp + lnpop

mf <- model.frame(f, data)

msample <- matchit(democracy ~ oilexp + lngdp + lnpop, mf,

method = "nearest", replace = TRUE)

mm <- lm(strucint ~ democracy, data = match.data(msample))
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(f) (5%) Repeat, but add the control variables to the regression model as well.

(g) (10%) Present a regression table with all four regressions.

(h) (10%) Interpret the results (approximately 300 words) both statistically and sub-
stantively.

2. Based on Ross and Voeten (2016) and Coffey (2015), we will be investigating to what
extent democracy (democracy) affects the likelihood of membership of the Interna-
tional Criminal Court (iccSigned), controlling for the gross domestic product (lngdp),
trade over GDP (lntradegdp) and population size (lnpop).

(a) Perform a linear regression to estimate the model parameters.

(b) (5%) Perform a logistic regression to estimate the model parameters.

(c) (10%) Based on the logistic regression, calculate the predicted probability of ICC
treaty signature for democracies and for non-democracies, keeping other variables
at a reasonable value.

(d) (5%) Perform a probit regression to estimate the model parameters.

(e) (10%) Based on the probit regression, plot the probability of ICC treaty signature
by trade over GDP, separately (two lines in one plot) for democracies and non-
democracies.

(f) (10%) Plot the ROC curves for the linear, logit and probit regressions and compare
the AUC scores.

(g) (10%) Present a regression table with all three regressions.

(h) (10%) Interpret the results (approximately 300 words) both statistically and sub-
stantively.

Grade conversion scheme

Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade
UCD TCD UCD TCD UCD TCD UCD TCD

95-100% A+ A+ 75-79% B B 55-59% C- C 35-39% E+ D
90-94% A A 70-74% B- B 50-54% D+ C 30-34% E D
85-89% A- A 65-69% C+ C+ 45-49% D C 25-29% E- D
80-84% B+ B+ 60-64% C C 40-44% D- C 0-24% F F
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